**PROJECT**
first GGTF trial 2700m² (18 rolls)

**LOCATION**
SB Hume Hwy/Yarra School Road, Yarra NSW

**APPLICATION**
Major highway refurbishment. Levelling course, 50mm AC14 wearing course

**PRODUCT**
GGTF100

**QUANTITY**
2700m² (2 pallets/18 rolls)

**CONTRACTOR**
Project Asphalt / RMS NSW

**INSTALLATION DATE**
14/04/2014

**PROJECT DETAILS**
Major highway between Sydney and Canberra.

1. GGTF applied to levelling course. Note tack was applied first due to heavy traffic area.

2. GGTF applied & rolled by rubber tyred roller on cured tack surface

3. Final 50mm overlay applied with no lifting of the grid from the surface.

4. Rubber tyred and steel drum rollers used to finalise process

5. General feedback from contractor and asset owner was positive. Very good install. Preferred TF over standard GG100

6. Original report supplied by RMS on installation dated 30/04/2014
Project profile

22/06/2016 – location visited and photos taken

• No evidence of cracking or damage 2 years after GGTF first installed

Note: Cracks were visible in non-GGTF section